NEW ACQUISITIONS:
September 2017

Anthropology

**Full Catalog Record, GN33 .F741275 2016eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Diltheyev san : ogledi o ljudskoj prirodi i kulturi.
AUSTRALIAN.

New directions in dental anthropology : paradigms, methodologies, and outcomes.
MEDICAL / DENTISTRY / GENERAL BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record, GN320 .E56 2017eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Emotions, senses, spaces : ethnographic engagements and intersections.
Adelaide : University of Adelaide Press, [2016].
SOCIAL SCIENCE / ANTHROPOLOGY / CULTURAL BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record, GN476.73eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Ethnobotany of the Caucasus.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
CAUCASUS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01244425.

**Full Catalog Record, GN495.6eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Equality and ethnic identities : studies of self-concept, child abuse and education in a changing English culture.
Rotterdam, the Netherlands ; Boston : Sense Publishers, [2017].
CHILD ABUSE -- GREAT BRITAIN.

**Full Catalog Record, GR41.5 .W55 2006eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
The marrow of human experience : essays on folklore.
Logan, UT : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2006.
FINNLAND. SWD.

**Full Catalog Record, GR71 .D88 2007eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
The meaning of folklore : the analytical essays of Alan Dundes.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2007.
FOLKLORE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00930306.

**Full Catalog Record, GR72.146 2001eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
--so they understand : cultural issues in oral history.
CULTURELE ASPECTEN. GTT.

**Full Catalog Record, GR72.135 2002eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Imagined states : nationalism, utopia, and longing in oral cultures.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2001.
UTOPIE. SWD.

**Full Catalog Record, GR72.158 2008eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Living with stories : telling, re-telling, and remembering.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2008.
STORYTELLING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01134169.

**Full Catalog Record, GR72.3 .T45 2015eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Tellings and texts : music, literature and performance in North India.
**Photographic possibilities**: the expressive use of concepts, ideas, materials, and processes.


PHOTOGRAPHY -- EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.

**Subtext**: critiquing individual photographs within a collective consciousness.


PHOTOGRAPHY -- TECHNIQUE.

The complete guide to landscape astrophotography: understanding, planning, creating, and processing nightscape images.


ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

Street photography: creative vision behind the lens.


STREET PHOTOGRAPHY.

Cinematography: theory and practice: imagemaking for cinematographers & directors.


CINEMATOGRAPHY.

The After effects apprentice: real-world skills for the aspiring motion graphics artist.


VIDEO TAPES -- EDITING -- DATA PROCESSING.

Adobe Captivate 2017: the essentials.


PRESENTATION GRAPHICS SOFTWARE.

**Asian Studies**

**Kit balance**


ARABIAN PENINSULA -- RELIGION -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

**Adobe Captivate 2017**


ARABIC LANGUAGE -- ANECDOTES -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

**The excellence of the Arabs.**


ISLAMIC EMPIRE -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

**Adobe Captivate 2017**


ARAB COUNTRIES -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE.
The Arabs: a history.
Palestine -- History -- Partition, 1947.

Full Catalog Record. Promoting U.S.-Indian defense cooperation: opportunities and obstacles.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

Full Catalog Record. DS740.5.R8eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Frontier encounters: knowledge and practice at the Russian, Chinese and Mongolian border.
Cambridge: Open Book Publishers, [approximately 2013].
MONGOL{U00EB}. GTT.

Full Catalog Record. DS779.46.C668 2017eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Control.
Acton, ACT, Australia: Australian National University, 2017.

Political dynamics of grassroots democracy in Vietnam.
VIETNAM. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204778.

ECONOMICS -- Study and Teaching (Higher) -- Australia -- Adelaide (S.A.).

Bridging transcultural divides: Asian languages and cultures in global higher education.
Adelaide, S. Aust.: University of Adelaide Press, {u00A9}2012.
Asia -- Civilization -- Study and Teaching (Higher).

Full Catalog Record. PL2415.H8 1980. 4th Floor Book Stacks.
The classic Chinese novel: a critical introduction.
Chinese fiction -- History and Criticism.

Worrorra: a language of the north-west Kimberley Coast.
Language Arts & Disciplines / Linguistics / Historical & Comparative BISACSH.

Warraparna Kaurna! Reclaiming an Australian language.
University of Adelaide Press 2016.
Kaurna Teaching Program.

Clamor Schumann's Barrgarla grammar: a commentary on the first section of A vocabulary of the Pamkalla language.
[Adelaide, S.A.]: The University of Adelaide, University of Adelaide Press, [2015].
Australian.

Biology

Full Catalog Record. Q175.5eb. Web Accessible Resource.
From stars to states: a manifest for science in society.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017.
Science / Philosophy & Social Aspects BISACSH.
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01024734.

Oxygen transport to tissue.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / BIOCHEMISTRY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QP106.6eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Therapeutic angiogenesis.
Singapore : Springer, [2017].
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE /TISSUE ENGINEERING.

A brain for speech : a view from evolutionary neuroanatomy.
London, United Kingdom : Palgrave Macmillan, [2017].
BRAIN.

Proteases in human diseases.
PEPTIDE HYDROLASES.

Full Catalog Record. S600.64.G7 P75 2017eb. Web Accessible Resource.
ENGLAND. FAST (OCOLC)FST01219920.

Rice productivity and food security in India : a study of the system of rice intensification.
INDIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01210276.

Which winegrape varieties are grown where? : a global empirical picture.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / STATISTICS BISACSH.

Water wise : native plants for intermountain landscapes.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2003.
UNITED STATES -- GREAT BASIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01240539.

Landscaping on the new frontier : waterwise design for the Intermountain West.
UNITED STATES -- GREAT BASIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01240539.

Full Catalog Record. SB608.G7eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Grapevine viruses : molecular biology, diagnostics and management.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
VIRUS DISEASES OF PLANTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01167758.

Full Catalog Record. SB741.R8eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Stripe rust.
STRIPE RUST. FAST (OCOLC)FST01135488.

Full Catalog Record. SF375.32.F75 A3 2008eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Old Deseret Live Stock Company : a stockman's memoir.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2008.
WASATCH RANGE (UTAH AND IDAHO) -- BIOGRAPHY.

Mule deer : a handbook for Utah hunters and landowners.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2010.
UTAH. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204563.

Black Studies

The folklore muse : poetry, fiction, and other reflections by folklorists.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2008.
FOLKLORISTS’ WRITINGS, AMERICAN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01746099.

Business

Gender and time use in a global context : the economics of employment and unpaid labor.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / LABOR & INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. HD6971eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Employment relations in financial services : an exploration of the employee experience after the financial crash.
London : Palgrave Macmillan, [2017].
ORGANIZATION.

Full Catalog Record. HD8844eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Australian wage policy : infancy and adolescence.
AUSTRALIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204543.

Full Catalog Record. HF1359.F448 2014. 4th Floor Book Stacks.
International trade.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

Full Catalog Record. HF1359.F448 2011. 4th Floor Book Stacks.
International trade.
New York : Worth Publishers, {u00A9}2011.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

The economics of quarantine and the SPS Agreement.
AUSTRALIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204543.

Finishing global farm trade reform : implications for developing countries.
[Adelaide], South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

Australia, the European Union and the new trade agenda.
EUROPE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01245064.

Full Catalog Record. HF3834eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Conducting business in China and India : a comparative and contextual analysis.
Fundamentals of corporate finance.
CORPORACIONES -- FINANZAS.

Full Catalog Record. HG4027.6eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Financial management for technology start-ups : a handbook for growth.
NEW BUSINESS ENTERPRISES -- FINANCE.

Full Catalog Record. HG8077eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Introduction to data management functions and tools : IDMA 201 course study guide.
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING -- MANAGEMENT -- EXAMINATIONS, QUESTIONS, ETC.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS 210-255 official cert guide.
Indianapolis, IN : Cisco Press, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
COMPUTER NETWORKS -- SECURITY MEASURES -- EXAMINATIONS -- STUDY GUIDES.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.5eb. Web Accessible Resource.
IBM z14 technical introduction.
IBM COMPUTERS.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.58eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Job scheduling strategies for parallel processing : 19th and 20th International Workshops, JSSPP 2015, Hyderabad, India, May 26, 2015 and JSSPP 2016, Chicago, IL, USA, May 27, 2016, Revised selected papers.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
PARALLEL PROCESSING (ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS) FAST (OCOLC)FST01052928.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.585eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Service level management in cloud computing : pareto-efficient negotiations, reliable monitoring, and robust monitor placement.
COMPUTERS / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.592eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Android wear projects : create smart Android apps for wearables.
MOBILE APPS -- DEVELOPMENT.

Inductive logic programming : 26th International Conference, ILP 2016, London, UK, September 4-6, 2016, Revised selected papers.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
MACHINE LEARNING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01004795.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.7eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Rust cookbook : learn to build blazingly fast and safe real-world applications using the Rust programming language.
APPLICATION SOFTWARE -- DEVELOPMENT.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.G63eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Building microservices with Go : build seamless, efficient, and robust microservices with Go.
WEB SERVERS.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.P98eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Statistics for machine learning : build supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning models using both Python and R.
R (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE).
Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.U83eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham: Springer, [2017].
COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.V5eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Mastering Docker: master the widely used containerization tool.
VIRTUAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS.

Digital scholarly editing: theories and practices.
TRANSMISSION OF TEXTS -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01154864.

Chemistry

Full Catalog Record. OD181.P1eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Phosphate labeling and sensing in chemical biology.
[Cham]: Springer, [2017].
CELL BIOLOGY.

Classical & Medieval Studies
Communication

Real leaders negotiat!: gaining, using, and keeping the power to lead through negotiation.
NEGOTIATION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01035551.

Full Catalog Record. BF637.P76eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Eat that frog!: 21 great ways to stop procrastinating and get more done in less time.
SUCCESS IN BUSINESS.

Mindfulness and meditation for adolescents: practices and programs.
MINDFULNESS (PSYCHOLOGY) FAST (OCOLC)FST01921242.

The power of people skills: how to eliminate 90% of your HR problems and dramatically increase team and company morale and performance.
LEADERSHIP.

Full Catalog Record. HD30.28eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Multivariate methods and forecasting with IBM\{u00AE\} SPSS\{u00AE\} statistics.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017.
STATISTICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01132103.

Digital identity, an emergent legal concept the role and legal nature of digital identity in commercial transactions.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

Full Catalog Record. HF5718\_B66 2014. 4th Floor Book Stacks.
Business communication today.
COMMUNICATION IN ORGANIZATIONS -- UNITED STATES -- CASE STUDIES.

Full Catalog Record  P93.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The non-designer's presentation book : principles for effective presentation design.
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS SOFTWARE.

Full Catalog Record  P95.55 .T87 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Knowledge and the norm of assertion : an essay in philosophical science.
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST (OCOLC)FST00992193.

The environment in the age of the Internet : activists, communication, and the digital landscape.
Cambridge, UK : OpenBook Publishers, [2016].
ENVIRONMENTALISM IN MASS MEDIA.

Reaching a critical mass : a critical analysis of television entertainment.
VISUAL LITERACY.

Folklore / cinema : popular film as vernacular culture.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2007.
MOTION PICTURES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01027285.

Full Catalog Record  PN1995 A16 2004, 4th Floor Book Stacks.
501 must-see movies.
MOTION PICTURES -- REVIEWS.

Production management 101 : the ultimate guide to film and television production management and coordination.
Studio City, CA : M. Wiese Productions, {u00A9}2002.
TELEVISION -- PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION.

How to work the film & tv markets : a guide for content creators.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS -- MARKETING.

Hollywood drive : what it takes to break in, hang in & make it in the entertainment industry.
MOTION PICTURES -- VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

Full Catalog Record  PN5517.I.6 E36 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Tilting at windmills : the literary magazine in Australia, 1968-2012.
Adelaide : The University of Adelaide, University Of Adelaide Press, [2015].
LITERARY CRITICISM / AUSTRALIAN & OCEANIAN BISACSH.
Dramatic Arts

Full Catalog Record, PN1590.H36eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Disability and theatre: a practical manual for inclusion in the arts.
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AND THE PERFORMING ARTS.

Reaching a critical mass: a critical analysis of television entertainment.
VISUAL LITERACY.

Folklore / cinema: popular film as vernacular culture.
MOTION PICTURES. FAST (OCRLC)FST01027285.

501 must-see movies.
MOTION PICTURES -- REVIEWS.

Production management 101: the ultimate guide to film and television production management and coordination.
TELEVISION -- PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION.

How to work the film & tv markets: a guide for content creators.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS -- MARKETING.

Hollywood drive: what it takes to break in, hang in & make it in the entertainment industry.
MOTION PICTURES -- VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

Full Catalog Record, PN2080eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Book of sides II: original, two-page scenes for actors and directors.
ACTING -- STUDY AND TEACHING.

Economics

Full Catalog Record, HB144eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Parse of China: gradual reform logic based on bargaining game.
CHINA. FAST (OCRLC)FST01206073.

Full Catalog Record, HB172.5.M356 2015, 1st Floor Textbook Center.
Principles of Macroeconomics.
Australia: CENTGAGE Learning, [2015].
MACROECONOMICS.

Full Catalog Record, HB615.T43 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Technology-based nascent entrepreneurship: implications for economic policymaking.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP. FAST (OCRLC)FST00912787.
Background note, Togo.
TOGO. FAST (OCOLC)FST01208739.

Full Catalog Record, HD30.28eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Multivariate methods and forecasting with IBM{u00AE} SPSS{u00AE} statistics.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
STATISTICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01132103.

Digital identity, an emergent legal concept the role and legal nature of digital identity in commercial transactions.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.5 .V35 2015, 1st Floor Textbook Center.
Operations strategy : principles and practice.
BUSINESS LOGISTICS.

Full Catalog Record, HD38.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Real-time strategy and business intelligence : digitizing practices and systems.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
STRATEGIC PLANNING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01134371.

Integrating innovation : South Australian entrepreneurship systems and strategies.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, HD58.8eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Digital transformation shaping the subconscious minds of organizations : innovative organizations and hybrid intelligences.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01047828.

Full Catalog Record, HD62.15eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Innovative quality improvements in operations : introducing emergent quality management.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, HD62.38eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Starting a business from home : your guide to planning your home start-up, reaching a market and creating a profit.
SUCCESS IN BUSINESS.

Full Catalog Record, HD62.4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Innovation and the multinational firm : perspectives on foreign subsidiaries and host locations.
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS -- MANAGEMENT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01145035.

Full Catalog Record, HD62.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
How to prepare a business plan : your guide to creating an excellent strategy, forecasting your finances and producing a persuasive plan.
PROPOSAL WRITING IN BUSINESS.

Full Catalog Record, HD70.17eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Industrial organization in Iran : the weakly organized system of the iranian apparel industry.
IRAN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204889.

Full Catalog Record, HD75 .M56 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Growth and business cycles with equilibrium indeterminacy.  
Tokyo, Japan : Springer, [2017].  
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. FAST (OCLC)FST00901785.

Full Catalog Record. HD87eb. Web Accessible Resource.  
Creative economies in peripheral regions.  
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.  
EUROPE -- EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY COUNTRIES. FAST (OCLC)FST01245089.

Full Catalog Record. HD2365_R47 2017eb. Web Accessible Resource.  
Reshoring of manufacturing : drivers, opportunities, and challenges.  
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.  
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES. FAST (OCLC)FST01008139.

Full Catalog Record. HD2365_N5293 2016eb. Web Accessible Resource.  
Socially responsible outsourcing : global sourcing with social impact.  
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BISACSH.

Managing consultants : a practical guide for busy public sector managers.  
AUSTRALIAN.

Gender and time use in a global context : the economics of employment and unpaid labor.  
POLITICAL SCIENCE / LABOR & INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. HD6971eb. Web Accessible Resource.  
Employment relations in financial services : an exploration of the employee experience after the financial crash.  
London : Palgrave Macmillan, [2017].  
ORGANIZATION.

Full Catalog Record. HD8844eb. Web Accessible Resource.  
Australian wage policy : infancy and adolescence.  
AUSTRALIA. FAST (OCLC)FST01204543.

Full Catalog Record. HD9000.5_F67 2015eb. Web Accessible Resource.  
Forests and food : addressing hunger and nutrition across sustainable landscapes.  
HEALTH & FITNESS -- NUTRITION. BISACSH.

Understanding the global energy crisis.  
West Lafayette, Indiana : Published on behalf of the Global Policy Research Institute by Purdue University Press, [2014].  
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES. FAST (OCLC)FST01094570.

Trading in uncertainty : entrepreneurship, morality and trust in a Vietnamese textile-handling village.  
VIETNAM. FAST (OCLC)FST01204778.

Education

High, wide, and handsome : the river journals of Norman D. Nevills.  
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2005.
Cycling futures.
Adelaide: University of Adelaide Press, [2015].
SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT.

The ultimate history of video games : from Pong to Pokémon and beyond : the story behind the craze that touched our lives and changed the world.
Roseville, Calif. : Prima Pub., {u00A9}2001.
VIDEOJUEGOS -- HISTORIA.

Full Catalog Record. GV1469.35 .M535eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Minecraft for makers : Minecraft in the real world with LEGO, 3D printing, Arduino, and more!
ARDUINO (PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER).

The fierce tribe : masculine identity and performance in the Circuit.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2008.
SOCIAL SCIENCE -- GAY STUDIES. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. LA1151eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Progress of education in India : a quantitative analysis of challenges and opportunities.
INDIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01210276.

Full Catalog Record. LA1236eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Education in Malaysia : developments and challenges.
EDUCATION / REFERENCE BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. LA1501eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Schooling in Sub-Saharan Africa : policy, practice and patterns.
Cham : Palgrave Macmillan, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
AFRICA, SUB-SAHARAN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01239520.

Leave the dishes in the sink : adventures of an activist in conservative Utah.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2002.
UTAH. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204563.

The big picture education is everyone's business.
SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT -- UNITED STATES.

Universities in transition : Foregrounding social contexts of knowledge in the first year experience.
Adelaide (S.A.) : University of Adelaide Press, {u00A9}2014.
TRANSITION TO UNIVERSITY.

Full Catalog Record. LB1028.27 .C725eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Reimagining Utopias : theory and method for educational research in post-socialist contexts.
FORMER COMMUNIST COUNTRIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01298680.

On location : theory and practice in classroom-based writing tutoring.
Full Catalog Record. LB1044.84eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Mobile learning in higher education in the Asia-Pacific Region: harnessing trends and challenging orthodoxies.
EDUCATION / ORGANIZATIONS & INSTITUTIONS BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. LB1051eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Interpersonal argumentation in educational and professional contexts.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer Verlag, 2017.
LANGUAGE EDUCATION.

Full Catalog Record. LB1060eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Strengthening teaching and learning in research universities: strategies and initiatives for institutional change.
EDUCATION / HIGHER BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. LB1132eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Families and transition to school.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017].
READYNESS FOR SCHOOL. FAST (OCLOC)FST01090623.

Full Catalog Record. LB1139.23eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Interactions in early childhood education: recent research and emergent concepts.
EDUCATION / ELEMENTARY BISACSH.

Going public: what writing programs learn from engagement.
Logan, Utah: Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2010.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCLC)FST01204155.

Coming to terms: theorizing writing assessment in composition studies.
Logan, Utah: Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2004.
ENGELS. GTT.

Placing the academy: essays on landscape, work, and identity.
Logan, Utah: Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2007.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCLC)FST01204155.

Full Catalog Record. LB2335.7_H47 2017eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Protections of tenure and academic freedom in the United States: evolution and interpretation.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCLC)FST01204155.

Full Catalog Record. LB2361.5_S38 2001eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Reinventing the university: literacies and legitimacy in the postmodern academy.
Logan: Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2001.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCLC)FST01204155.

Publishing research in English as an additional language: practices, pathways and potentials.
South Australia: University of Adelaide Press, [2017].
ENGLISH LANGUAGE -- STUDY AND TEACHING -- FOREIGN SPEAKERS.

(First person)2: a study of co-authoring in the academy.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
SCIENCE / LIFE SCIENCES / BIOCHEMISTRY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QP106.6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Therapeutic angiogenesis.
Singapore : Springer, [2017].
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE/TISSUE ENGINEERING.

Full Catalog Record. RA643.83eb, Web Accessible Resource.
HIV/AIDS in rural communities : research, education, and advocacy.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

Once upon a virus : AIDS legends and vernacular risk perception.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2004.
PUBLIC HEALTH.

Full Catalog Record. RA975.5.E5 T49 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Textbook of rapid response systems : concept and implementation.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
CRISIS INTERVENTION.

Full Catalog Record. RC687eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Adult congenital heart disease : focusing on intervention.
Singapore : Springer, [2017].
HEART DEFECTS, CONGENITAL -- THERAPY.

Full Catalog Record. RC1220.D35eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Prevention of injuries in the young dancer.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
adolescent.

Full Catalog Record. RJ101eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Primary well-being : case studies for the growing child.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
adolescent development.

Engineering (General)

Innovative approaches to teaching technical communication.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2004.
TECHNIKUNTERRICHT. SWD.

Quantitative methods for business.
Boston, MA, USA : Cengage Learning, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE -- TEXTBOOKS.

Full Catalog Record. T58.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Implementing DevOps with Ansible 2 : build, develop, test, deploy, and monitor in seconds.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY -- MANAGEMENT.

Full Catalog Record. TA169eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Reliability is a new science : Gnedenko was right.
RELIABILITY (ENGINEERING) FAST (OCOLC)FST01093646.
Engineering (Chemical)

**Full Catalog Record. TA174eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The state of CAD 2017 : reinventing design and manufacturing.
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT -- DATA PROCESSING.

**Full Catalog Record. TA347.A78eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Deep learning : a practitioner's approach.
NEURAL NETWORKS (COMPUTER SCIENCE).

**Full Catalog Record. TA418.9.N35eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Anisotropic and shape-selective nanomaterials : structure-property relationships.
NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01032630.

**Full Catalog Record. TA455.P58eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Deformation and fracture behaviour of polymer materials.
POLYMERS -- FRACTURE. FAST (OCLOC)FST01070620.

**Full Catalog Record. TA480.A6eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
AI-Si alloys : automotive, aeronautical, and aerospace applications.
Cham : Springer, [2017].
ALUMINUM-SILICON ALLOYS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01909207.

**Full Catalog Record. TA1634eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Machine learning for OpenCV : a practical introduction to the world of machine learning and image processing using OpenCV and Python.
IMAGE PROCESSING.

**Full Catalog Record. TA1637eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Design and implementation of real-time multi-sensor vision systems.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
ELECTRONICS AND MICROELECTRONICS, INSTRUMENTATION.

**Full Catalog Record. TA418.9.N35eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Anisotropic and shape-selective nanomaterials : structure-property relationships.
NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01032630.

**Full Catalog Record. TA455.P58eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Deformation and fracture behaviour of polymer materials.
POLYMERS -- FRACTURE. FAST (OCLOC)FST01070620.

**Full Catalog Record. TA480.A6eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
AI-Si alloys : automotive, aeronautical, and aerospace applications.
Cham : Springer, [2017].
ALUMINUM-SILICON ALLOYS. FAST (OCLOC)FST01909207.

**Full Catalog Record. TN24.U8 F76 2006eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
From the ground up : the history of mining in Utah.
Logan, UT : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2006.
UTAH. FAST (OCLOC)FST01204563.

**Full Catalog Record. TP159.C46eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Molecular technologies for detection of chemical and biological agents.
Engineering (Civil)

Full Catalog Record. TC413eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Ecosystem services of headwater catchments.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01172716.

Pollution.
AUSTRALIAN.

Full Catalog Record. TD449.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Adsorption processes for water treatment and purification.
WATER -- PURIFICATION -- ADSORPTION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01171364.

Full Catalog Record. TH1199eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Statics of historic masonry constructions.
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01135648.

Engineering (Electrical)

Full Catalog Record. TK454eb, Web Accessible Resource.
How to use a breadboard! : handbook.
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS.

Full Catalog Record. TK2960eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Anti-reflection and light trapping in c-Si solar cells.
RENEWABLE AND GREEN ENERGY.

Full Catalog Record. TK5103.2eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Full-duplex wireless communications systems : self-interference cancellation.
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01176209.

Full Catalog Record. TK5103.4815eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Apache Mesos cookbook: powerful recipes and useful techniques to get started with Apache Mesos.
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING -- DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING.

Mastering Visual Studio 2017: boosted productivity, redefined fundamentals, streamlined Azure development, and more.
APPLICATION SOFTWARE -- DEVELOPMENT.

WordPress Plugin development cookbook: create powerful plugins to extend the world's most popular CMS.
WEB SITES -- AUTHORING PROGRAMS.

Mastering Drupal 8: a comprehensive and advanced practical guide to master Drupal's 8.
WEB SITES -- DESIGN.

National Association of Broadcasters engineering handbook.
TELEVISION STATIONS -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

The circuit designer's companion.
Oxford, United Kingdom; Cambridge, MA: Newnes, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN.

Molecular architectonics: the third state of single molecule electronics.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017.
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01024787.

My smart home for seniors.
Indianapolis, Indiana: Que, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
HOME AUTOMATION.

IBM Spectrum Archive Enterprise Edition V1.2.4: installation and configuration guide.
ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING.

Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2016.
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS -- CONGRESSES.

From the ground up: the history of mining in Utah.
UTAH. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204563.

Molecular technologies for detection of chemical and biological agents.
Full Catalog Record, TK5105.8885.D78eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Mastering Drupal 8: a comprehensive and advanced practical guide to master Drupal's 8.
WEB SITES -- DESIGN.

Full Catalog Record, TK6561eb, Web Accessible Resource.
National Association of Broadcasters engineering handbook.
TELEVISION STATIONS -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

Full Catalog Record, TK7867eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The circuit designer's companion.
Oxford, United Kingdom; Cambridge, MA: Newnes, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN.

Full Catalog Record, TK7874.8eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Molecular architectonics: the third state of single molecule electronics.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017.
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS. FAST (OCLC)FST01024787.

Full Catalog Record, TK7881.25eb, Web Accessible Resource.
My smart home for seniors.
Indianapolis, Indiana: Que, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
HOME AUTOMATION.

Full Catalog Record, TK7895.M4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
IBM Spectrum Archive Enterprise Edition V1.2.4: installation and configuration guide.
ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING.

Full Catalog Record, TK9006eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2016.
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS -- CONGRESSES.

English

Full Catalog Record, PN56.S7414eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Changing the Victorian Subject.
COLONIES.

Full Catalog Record, PN56.L6 B79 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Love and its critics: from the Song of Songs to Shakespeare and Milton's Eden.
LOVE -- HISTORY.

Full Catalog Record, PN56.E96 B57 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Contemporary Australian literature: a world not yet dead.
AUSTRALIA. FAST (OCLC)FST01204543.

The historical Jesus and the literary imagination, 1860-1920.
MULTI-USER.

My many selves : the quest for a plausible harmony.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2006.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.

Who owns this text? : plagiarism, authorship, and disciplinary cultures.
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES.

Full Catalog Record  PN1590.H36eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Disability and theatre : a practical manual for inclusion in the arts.
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AND THE PERFORMING ARTS.

Reaching a critical mass : a critical analysis of television entertainment.
VISUAL LITERACY.

Folklore / cinema : popular film as vernacular culture.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2007.
MOTION PICTURES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01027285.

501 must-see movies.
MOTION PICTURES -- REVIEWS.

Production management 101 : the ultimate guide to film and television production management and coordination.
Studio City, CA : M. Wiese Productions, {u00A9}2002.
TELEVISION -- PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION.

How to work the film & tv markets : a guide for content creators.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS -- MARKETING.

Hollywood drive : what it takes to break in, hang in & make it in the entertainment industry.
MOTION PICTURES -- VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

Full Catalog Record  PN2080eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Book of sides II : original, two-page scenes for actors and directors.
ACTING -- STUDY AND TEACHING.

Literature against criticism : university English and contemporary fiction in conflict.
FICTION / LITERARY BISACSH.

Tilting at windmills : the literary magazine in Australia, 1968-2012.
Adelaide : The University of Adelaide, University Of Adelaide Press, [2015].
LITERARY CRITICISM / AUSTRALIAN & OCEANIAN BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. PN6401.W48 2004eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
What goes around comes around : the circulation of proverbs in contemporary life.
ENGLISCH. SWD.

**Full Catalog Record. PR408.P62eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The literary culture of plague in early modern England.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204623.

**Full Catalog Record. PR4064 .A4 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The sound of William Barnes's dialect poems.
South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2017].
ENGLISH POETRY -- 19TH CENTURY.

**Full Catalog Record. PR4064 .A4 2013eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The sound of William Barnes's dialect poems.
POETRY / EUROPEAN / ENGLISH, IRISH, SCOTTISH, WELSH BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. PR4064 .A4 2011eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Six eclogues from William Barnes's Poems of rural life in the Dorset dialect (first collection, 1884) : with phonemic transcripts.
DIALECT POETRY, ENGLISH -- ENGLAND -- DORSET.

**Full Catalog Record. PR6053.A714 Z554 2010eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Ciaran Carson : space, place, writing.
NORTHERN IRELAND -- BELFAST. FAST (OCOLC)FST01205832.

**Full Catalog Record. PR6102.O349eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
You must be very intelligent : the PhD delusion.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00896050.

**Full Catalog Record. PR9084 .T74 2014eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Empire Girls the Colonial Heroine Comes of Age.
University of Adelaide : University of Adelaide Press, June 2014.
LITERARY CRITICISM / WOMEN AUTHORS BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. PR9618.2,S68 A34 2013eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Adelaide : a literary city.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA -- ADELAIDE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01208173.

**Full Catalog Record. PR9619.4.M38 N29eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Navigating the Kingdom of night.
AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE -- 21ST CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

**Full Catalog Record. PS325.P634 2005eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Poets on place : tales and interviews from the road.
UNITED STATES -- IN LITERATURE.

**Full Catalog Record. PS508.F66 F66 2008eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The folklore muse : poetry, fiction, and other reflections by folklorists.
**Full Catalog Record**  RA643.86.C22 N494 2004eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Once upon a virus : AIDS legends and vernacular risk perception.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2004.
PUBLIC HEALTH.

**Full Catalog Record**  TD187.5.C6 P65 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Pollution.
AUSTRALIAN.

**Geology**

**Full Catalog Record**  G59 .B335 (INTERNET), Web Accessible Resource.
Background note, Thailand.
THAILAND. FAST (OCOLC)FST01205310.

**Full Catalog Record**  G70.212eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Spatial big data science : classification techniques for Earth observation imagery.
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS. FAST (OCOLC)FST00940423.

NAMES, GEOGRAPHICAL -- ISLAMIC EMPIRE -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

**Full Catalog Record**  GB458.5 .B68 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Coastal Landscapes of South Australia.
SCIENCE / EARTH SCIENCES / GEOLOGY BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record**  GE25 .G73 2005eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The search for a common language : environmental writing and education.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press Logan, {u00A9}2005.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. FAST (OCOLC)FST00913474.

**Full Catalog Record**  GF500 .L44 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Legacies of space and intangible heritage : archaeology, ethnohistory, and the politics of cultural continuity in the Americas.
ARCHAEOLOGY. BICSSC.

**Full Catalog Record**  GF852.P26eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Tracing the Melanesian person : emotions and relationships in Lihir.
Adelaide, South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2013]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2013.
LIHIR (PAPUA NEW GUINEAN PEOPLE) -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

**Full Catalog Record**  QB820eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Extrasolar planets and their host stars.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
SCIENCE / ASTRONOMY BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record**  QB858.3 .O88 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Outskirts of galaxies.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
COSMOLOGY.

**Full Catalog Record**  QC173.4.A57eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Prevention of injuries in the young dancer.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
ADOLESCENT.

Operative dictations in general and vascular surgery.
VASCULAR SURGICAL PROCEDURES.

Navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation in neurosurgery.
TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION.

Clinical cases in LAA occlusion : indication, techniques, devices, implantation.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION.

Ophthalmology in extreme environments.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
EYE DISEASES.

Ear reconstruction.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGICAL PROCEDURES.

Primary well-being : case studies for the growing child.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT.

Existential-integrative approaches to treating adolescents.
PSYCHOTHERAPY AND COUNSELING.

Adelaide, South Australia University of Adelaide Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
DENTAL SURVEYS -- AUSTRALIA.

Oral health in South Australia 2008.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Twin studies : research in genes, teeth and faces.
Adelaide, South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
TWINS -- GENETICS.

Hispanic Studies
History

**Full Catalog Record. D16.4.A8eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Whose history? engaging history students through historical fiction.
Adelaide, South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2013]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2013.
AUSTRALIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204543.

When our words return : writing, hearing, and remembering oral traditions of Alaska and the Yukon.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}1995.
NORTH AMERICA -- YUKON RIVER VALLEY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01311399.

A history of Utah's American Indians.
Salt Lake City, Utah : Utah State Division of Indian Affairs : Utah State Division of History ; Logan, Utah : Distributed to the Book trade by Utah State University Press, 2003.
UTAH. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204563.

Pedro Pino : governor of Zuni Pueblo, 1830-1878.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2003.
ZUNI (N.M.) -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.

Beneath these red cliffs : an ethnohistory of the Utah Paiutes.
Logan, UT : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2006.
PAIUTE INDIANS -- SOCIAL CONDITIONS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01051189.

The journey of Navajo Oshley : an autobiography and life history.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2000.
NAVAJO INDIANS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01034799.

The northern Navajo frontier, 1860-1900 : expansion through adversity.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2001.
SOUTHWEST, NEW. FAST (OCOLC)FST01244556.

Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2000.
WASHAKIE INDIAN RESERVATION (UTAH) -- HISTORY.

Coyote steals fire : a Shoshone tale.
SHOSHONE INDIANS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01117654.

**Full Catalog Record. E183 .M54 2005eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Proverbs are the best policy : folk wisdom and American politics.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2005.
USA. SWD.

**Full Catalog Record. E183.7 .G56 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
AUSTRALIAN.

Madame chair : the political autobiography of an unintentional pioneer.
The Mormon Trail : yesterday and today.
UNITED STATES, WEST. FAST (OCOLC)FST01243255.

One side by himself : the life and times of Lewis Barney, 1808-1894.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2001.
UTAH. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204563.

No place to call home : the 1807-1857 life writings of Caroline Barnes Crosby, chronicler of outlying Mormon communities.
UTAH -- SALT LAKE VALLEY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01302008.

Full Catalog Record, F596.2 .W67 2000eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Worldviews and the American West : the life of the place itself.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2000.
UNITED STATES, WEST. FAST (OCOLC)FST01243255.

Disaster at the Colorado : Beale's wagon road and the first emigrant party.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2002.
UNITED STATES -- BEALE ROAD. FAST (OCOLC)FST01251046.

Hell or high water : James White's disputed passage through Grand Canyon, 1867.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2001.
NORTH AMERICA -- COLORADO RIVER. FAST (OCOLC)FST01240026.

A route for the overland stage : James H. Simpson's 1859 trail across the Great Basin.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2008.
UNITED STATES -- GREAT BASIN. FAST (OCOLC)FST01240539.

New Mexico and the Pimer{u00ED}a Alta : the colonial period in the American Southwest.
NORTH AMERICA -- PIMER{U00ED}A ALTA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01310482.

A shared space : folklife in the Arizona-Sonora borderlands.
MEXICO -- SONORA (STATE) FAST (OCOLC)FST01330176.

Full Catalog Record, F824.3 .P76 2005eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Highway 12.
UTAH -- GRAND STAIRCASE-ESCALANTE NATIONAL MONUMENT. FAST (OCOLC)FST01288756.

Over the Rim : the Parley P. Pratt exploring expedition to Southern Utah, 1849-50.
Logan, UT : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}1999.
UTAH. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204563.

Landscape of desire : identity and nature in Utah's canyon country.
Logan : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}2003.
UTAH -- MOAB REGION. FAST (OCOLC)FST01351065.

Rainbow Bridge.
UTAH -- RAINBOW BRIDGE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01269879.

Tales of Canyonlands cowboys.
UTAH -- CANYONLANDS NATIONAL PARK. FAST (OCOLC)FST01243966.

The Roll Away Saloon : cowboy tales of the Arizona strip.
Logan, Utah : Utah State University Press, {u00A9}1985.
UTAH -- KANAB. FAST (OCOLC)FST01226772.

Westwater lost and found.
UTAH -- WESTWATER. FAST (OCOLC)FST01283248.

Unfortunate emigrants : narratives of the Donner Party.
OVERLAND JOURNEYS TO THE PACIFIC. FAST (OCOLC)FST01049347.

"The only true people" : linking Maya identities past and present.
ARCHAEOLOGY. BICSSC.

Networks of Power : Political Relations in the Late Postclassic Naco Valley, Honduras.
Boulder, Colo. : University Press of Colorado, {u00A9}2011.
HONDURAS -- NACO VALLEY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01296519.

Background note, Trinidad and Tobago.
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO. FAST (OCOLC)FST01211577.

Rituals of the past : prehispanic and colonial case studies in Andean archaeology.
PERU. FAST (OCOLC)FST01205190.

War and diplomacy.
GREAT BRITAIN -- HISTORY -- ELIZABETH II, 1952-

Law

Imagining law : essays in conversation with Judith Gardam.
[Adelaide], South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
SEX DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN -- LAW AND LEGISLATION.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights in the 21st century, a living document in a changing world.
POLITICAL SCIENCE -- POLITICAL FREEDOM & SECURITY -- HUMAN RIGHTS. BISACSH.

Freedom of religion under bills of rights.
AUSTRALIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204543.

Library Science

Piety in pieces : how medieval readers customized their manuscripts.
MANUSCRIPTS, MEDIEVAL. FAST (OCOLC)FST01008422.

Medieval Damascus plurality and diversity in an Arabic library : the Ashraf\{u012B}ya Library Catalogue.
LIBRARY CATALOGS SYRIA DAMASCUS.

From dust to digital : ten years of the Endangered Archives Programme.
DIGITAL PRESERVATION. FAST (OCOLC)FST00893721.

Digital scholarly editing : theories and practices.
Cambridge : Open Book Publishers, {u00A9}2016.
TRANSMISSION OF TEXTS -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01154864.

Linguistics

The non-designer's presentation book : principles for effective presentation design.
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS SOFTWARE.
Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.C69eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Ansible : up and running : automating configuration management and deployment the easy way.
CLIENT/SERVER COMPUTING.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.A54eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Expert Angular : build deep understanding of Angular to set you apart from the developer crowd.
APPLICATION SOFTWARE -- DEVELOPMENT.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.O63eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Digital privacy and security using windows : a practical guide.
VIRTUAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS. FAST (OCLC)FST01167683.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.I59eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Take control of PDFpen 9.
PORTABLE DOCUMENT SOFTWARE.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.C65eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Roslyn cookbook : compiler as a service, static code analysis, code quality, code generation, and more.
VIRTUAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.C68eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Malware diffusion models for modern complex networks : theory and applications.
Cambridge, MA : Morgan Kaufmann, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
COMPUTER NETWORKS -- MANAGEMENT.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.D47eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Working with coders : a guide to software development for the perplexed non-techie.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. FAST (OCLC)FST01124185.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.V47eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
COMPUTER SOFTWARE -- VERIFICATION. FAST (OCLC)FST00872604.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.A65eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Building apps for the universal Windows platform : explore Windows 10 Native, IoT, HoloLens, and Xamarin.
APPLICATION SOFTWARE -- DEVELOPMENT. FAST (OCLC)FST00811707.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.C672eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The advanced game developer's toolkit : create amazing Web-based games with JavaScript and HTML5.
GAMES / BOARD BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.774.L46eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Linux shell scripting bootcamp : explore the possibilities of the shell in a simple and elegant way.
OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS).

Full stack web development with Raspberry Pi 3 : build complex web applications with a portable computer.
MICROCOMPUTERS -- PROGRAMMING.
Kitab al-abaqet al-kabir.


ISLAMIC EMPIRE -- BIOGRAPHY.

Full Catalog Record. BP75.2 .M8 1994. 2nd Floor Book Stacks.

al-Maghuz.


MUHAMMAD, PROPHET, -632.

Full Catalog Record. BP75.2 .I234 2011. 2nd Floor Book Stacks.


ISLAMIC EMPIRE -- HISTORY, MILITARY.


ECONOMICS -- STUDY AND TEACHING (HIGHER) -- AUSTRALIA -- ADELAIDE (S.A.).


Bridging transcultural divides Asian languages and cultures in global higher education.

Adelaide, S. Aust. : University of Adelaide Press, {u00A9}2012.

ASIA -- CIVILIZATION -- STUDY AND TEACHING (HIGHER).

Full Catalog Record. PJ6127 .F57 2004. 4th Floor Book Stacks.

al-Durar al-mubaththahah f'an al-ghurar al-muthallathah.

Bayr {u016B}t, Lubn {u0101}n : D {u0101}r al-Mad {u0101}r al-Isl {u0101}m {u0101}l {u012B}n {u0101}b, 2004.

ARABIC LANGUAGE -- DICTIONARIES -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

Full Catalog Record. PJ6145 .S438 2000. 4th Floor Book Stacks.

Mu {u02BB}jam al-af'al {u02BB} {u0101}l al-muta {u02BB}add {u012B}yah-al-{u0101}zimah.

Bayr {u016B}t, Lubn {u0101}n : Maktabat Lubn {u0101}n, al- N {u0101}shir {u016B}n, 2000.


Clamor Schürmann's Barngarla grammar: a commentary on the first section of A vocabulary of the Parnkalla language. [Adelaide, S.A.]: The University of Adelaide, University of Adelaide Press, [2015]. AUSTRALIAN.


Full Catalog Record. PQ6020.M37 A66 2016. 4th Floor Book Stacks. Aportaciones eruditas y literarias en homenaje a Gregorio C. Martín. Erie, Pennsylvania: School of Humanities and Social Sciences, Penn State Erie, the Behrend College, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016. SPANISH LITERATURE.


Music

ALEATORY MUSIC.

**Full Catalog Record. M25.M55 E7 1942.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Four sketches: piano solo.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.: Mercury Music Corp.: Theodore Presser Co., sole representative, {u00A9}1942.
PIANO MUSIC, ARRANGED.

**Full Catalog Record. M269.M5408 D3 1954.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Dance: for saxophone and piano.
New York City (545 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y., 10017): International Music Co., {u00A9}1954.
SAXOPHONE AND PIANO MUSIC -- SCORES AND PARTS.

**Full Catalog Record. M452.J28 no.1 1960.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
I. [i.e. Prv[uo0FD}] smy[uo0FD] cov[uo0FD] kvartet, pro dvoje housle, violu a violoncello (1923).
Praha: St[u00E1]tn[uo0ED] nakl. kr[u00E1]n[u00E9] literatury, hudby a um[uo11B]n[u00ED], 1960.
STRING QUARTETS -- SCORES.

**Full Catalog Record. M452.H42 op.3 no.1 E8.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Quartet no. 13, E major: for 2 violins, viola and violoncello, op. 3, no. 1.
London: E. Eulenburg, [{u00A9}19--].
STRING QUARTETS -- SCORES.

**Full Catalog Record. M452.B1215 no.5.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
V [i.e. Pi[u328],aty] kvartet smyczkowy.
Krak[uo0F3]w: Polskie Wydawn. Muzyczne, {u00A9}1958.
STRING QUARTETS -- SCORES.

**Full Catalog Record. M452.B42 K3 v.3.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
New York, N.Y.: Edwin F. Kalmus, [19--].
STRING QUARTETS -- SCORES.

**Full Catalog Record. M452.H42 op.3 no.4 E8z.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Quartet no. 16, B[uo26D] major for 2 violins, viola and violoncello, op. 3, no. 4.
London: Ernst Eulenburg; New York: Eulenburg Miniature Scores, [196-?].
STRING QUARTETS -- SCORES.

**Full Catalog Record. M1001.S375 D.125 E8.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Symphony no. 2, B[uo26D] major.
SYMPHONIES -- SCORES.

**Full Catalog Record. M1004.S823 op.29.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Overture Grenoble, op. 29.
London: Paterson{uo2B9}s Publications, {uo0A9}1955.
OVERTURES -- SCORES.

**Full Catalog Record. M1010.B41 op.58 W5.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Klavierkonzert, G dur = Piano concerto, G major = Concerto pour piano, Sol majeur: no. 4, op. 58.
Wien: Wiener Philharmonischer Verlag, [192-].
CONCERTOS (PIANO) -- SCORES.

**Full Catalog Record. M1039.M644 C6 1967.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Concerto pour batterie et petit orchestre op. 109 (1930).
CONCERTOS (PERCUSSION WITH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA) -- SOLO WITH PIANO.

**Full Catalog Record. M1245.M37 1960.** 3rd Floor Book Stacks.
Concerto for wind orchestra.
Nursing

Full Catalog Record. RT74eb. Web Accessible Resource.
NCLEX-PN practice questions.
NATIONAL COUNCIL LICENSURE EXAMINATION FOR PRACTICAL/VOCATIONAL NURSES -- STUDY GUIDES.

Philosophy

Resemblance and representation : an essay in the philosophy of pictures.
Cambridge : OpenBook Publishers, {u00A9}2014.
REPRESENTATION (PHILOSOPHY) FAST (OCLOC)FST0109427.

The pedagogy of compassion at the heart of higher education.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS BISACSH.

Resistance in everyday life : constructing cultural experiences.
Singapore : Springer, [2017].
YOUTH CULTURE.

Tolerance : the beacon of the enlightenment.
FRANCE. FAST (OCLOC)FST01204289.

A history of the psychology schools at Adelaide's universities.
[Adelaide], South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
PSYCHOLOGY -- AUSTRALIA -- SOUTH AUSTRALIA -- HISTORY.

Perezhivanie, emotions and subjectivity : advancing Vygotsky's legacy.
PHILOSOPHY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

Full Catalog Record. BF121 .C52 2015. 1st Floor Textbook Center.
Psychology.
Boston : Pearson, [2015].
PSYCHOLOGY.

Full Catalog Record. BF161eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The mood elevator : take charge of your feelings, become a better you.
SELF-ACTUALIZATION (PSYCHOLOGY).

Real leaders negotiate! : gaining, using, and keeping the power to lead through negotiation.
NEGOTIATION. FAST (OCLOC)FST01035551.

Full Catalog Record. BF637.P76eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Eat that frog! : 21 great ways to stop procrastinating and get more done in less time.
SUCCESS IN BUSINESS.
Mindfulness and meditation for adolescents: practices and programs.
MINDFULNESS (PSYCHOLOGY) FAST (OCLOC)FST01921242.

The power of people skills: how to eliminate 90% of your HR problems and dramatically increase team and company morale and performance.
LEADERSHIP.

Behaviour, development and evolution.
PSYCHOLOGY, CHILD.

Influence: how to raise your profile, manage your reputation and get noticed in a relationship economy.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom: John Wiley & Sons, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS.

Introducing aesthetics and the philosophy of art.
ART -- PHILOSOPHY.

Physics

Extrasolar planets and their host stars.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017.
SCIENCE / ASTRONOMY BISACSH.

Outskirts of galaxies.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017].
COSMOLOGY.

Transport processes at fluidic interfaces.
TRANSPORT THEORY. FAST (OCLOC)FST01154987.

Condensed matter applications of AdS/CFT: focusing on strange metals.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017].
METALS -- THERMAL PROPERTIES. FAST (OCLOC)FST01018216.

On the inside of a marble: from quantum mechanics to the Big Bang.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
QUANTUM THEORY. FAST (OCLOC)FST01085128.

Phase diagram and magnetic excitations of BaFe2-xNixAs2: a neutron scattering study.
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY. FAST (OCLOC)FST01138825.
Principles of nanomagnetism.
NANOTECHNOLOGY AND MICROENGINEERING.

**Full Catalog Record. QC903 .R46 2017eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Renewing local planning to face climate change in the tropics.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer Open, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
TROPICS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01240674.

The pliocene : blueprints for a post-anthropocene greenhouse Earth.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017].
NUCLEAR WARFARE -- ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01040925.

**Political Science**

Citizenship, belonging and nation-states in the twenty-first century.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / POLITICAL FREEDOM & SECURITY / HUMAN RIGHTS BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. JF1338.A2 J64 2014**, 1st Floor Textbook Center.
Research methods for public administrators.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION -- RESEARCH -- METHODOLOGY.

**Full Catalog Record. JF1351eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Sharpening the sword of state.
AUSTRALIAN.

Political dynamics of grassroots democracy in Vietnam.
VIETNAM. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204778.

**Full Catalog Record. JZ1242 .G65 2017**, 1st Floor Textbook Center.
International relations.
RELACIONES INTERNACIONALES -- LIBROS DE TEXTO.

**Psychology**

**Full Catalog Record. BF80.7.A8 H57 2016eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
A history of the psychology schools at Adelaide's universities.
[Adelaide], South Australia : University of Adelaide Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
PSYCHOLOGY -- AUSTRALIA -- SOUTH AUSTRALIA -- HISTORY.

Perezhivanie, emotions and subjectivity : advancing Vygotsky's legacy.
PHILOSOPHY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

**Full Catalog Record. BF121 .C52 2015**, 1st Floor Textbook Center.
Psychology.
Boston : Pearson, [2015].
PSYCHOLOGY.
Full Catalog Record. BF161eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The mood elevator: take charge of your feelings, become a better you.
SELF-ACTUALIZATION (PSYCHOLOGY).

Full Catalog Record. BF637.N4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Real leaders negotiate!: gaining, using, and keeping the power to lead through negotiation.
NEGOTIATION.

Full Catalog Record. BF637.P76eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Eat that frog!: 21 great ways to stop procrastinating and get more done in less time.
SUCCESS IN BUSINESS.

Mindfulness and meditation for adolescents: practices and programs.
MINDFULNESS (PSYCHOLOGY) FAST (OCLOC)FST01921242.

Full Catalog Record. BF637.C45eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The power of people skills: how to eliminate 90% of your HR problems and dramatically increase team and company morale and performance.
LEADERSHIP.

Behaviour, development and evolution.
PSYCHOLOGY, CHILD.

Full Catalog Record. BF774eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Influence: how to raise your profile, manage your reputation and get noticed in a relationship economy.
Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom: John Wiley & Sons, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS.

Full Catalog Record. HD9000.5 .F67 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Forests and food: addressing hunger and nutrition across sustainable landscapes.
HEALTH & FITNESS -- NUTRITION. BISACSH.

Understanding the global energy crisis.
West Lafayette, Indiana: Published on behalf of the Global Policy Research Institute by Purdue University Press, [2014].
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES. FAST (OCLOC)FST01094570.

Full Catalog Record. HD9866.V52eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Trading in uncertainty: entrepreneurship, morality and trust in a Vietnamese textile-handling village.
VIETNAM. FAST (OCLOC)FST01204778.

Full Catalog Record. RC346.4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Inherited neurological disorders: diagnosis and case study.
NERVOUS SYSTEM DISEASES.

Full Catalog Record. RC359.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Atlas of infections in neurosurgery and spinal surgery.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM INFECTIONS.
Recollections of past days : the autobiography of Patience Loader Rozsa Archer.
HISTORY -- UNITED STATES -- 19TH CENTURY. BISACSH.

Science

From stars to states : a manifest for science in society.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
SCIENCE / PHILOSOPHY & SOCIAL ASPECTS BISACSH.

Cognitive and affective aspects in science education research : selected papers from the ESERA 2015 Conference.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
SCIENCE -- STUDY AND TEACHING -- RESEARCH. FAST (OCLOC)FST01108419.

Hands-on deep learning with TensorFlow : uncover what is underneath your data!
PYTHON (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE).

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
PATTERN PERCEPTION. FAST (OCLOC)FST01055254.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2017.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. FAST (OCLOC)FST00817247.

Social Work

Markets, rights and power in Australian social policy.
AUSTRALIAN.

Digital forensics and incident response : an intelligent way to respond to attacks.
COMPUTER NETWORKS -- SECURITY MEASURES.

Windows forensics cookbook : 61 recipes to help you analyze Windows systems.
COMPUTER SECURITY.

Parole and beyond : international experiences of life after prison.
London, United Kingdom : Palgrave Macmillan, [2016].
PAROLE. FAST (OCLOC)FST01053858.
GENDER IDENTITY -- DICTIONARIES.

Engaging with Carol Bacchi strategic interventions and exchanges.
POLITICS.

Mainstreaming politics gendering practices and feminist theory.
FEMINIST THEORY.

Full Catalog Record.  HQ1206eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Women's evolving lives : global and psychosocial perspectives.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
WOMEN -- SOCIAL CONDITIONS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01176947.

Women between submission and freedom : an interpretation of social and political misogyny.
Rotterdam, the Netherlands ; Boston : Sense Publisherss, [2017].
EDUCATION, GENERAL.

Full Catalog Record.  HQ1236.5.U6 B76 2008eb. Web Accessible Resource.
USA. SWD.

Women in Utah history : paradigm or parado?x?
UTAH GND.

Full Catalog Record.  HQ1822 .S642eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Unbridling the tongues of women a biography of Catherine Helen Spence.
SUFFRAGISTS.

Dangerous ideas : women's liberation - women's studies - around the world.
Adelaide : University of Adelaide Press, [2014].
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENDER STUDIES BISACSH.

Behind the scenes : the politics of planning Adelaide.
Adelaide, S. Aust. : University of Adelaide Press, {u00A9}2012.
ADELAIDE (S.A.) -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.

Making publics, making places.
Adelaide, South Australia University of Adelaide Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS.

Full Catalog Record.  HT321eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cities network along the Silk Road : the global urban competitiveness report 2017.
Singapore : Springer : China Social Sciences Press, [2017].
URBAN GEOGRAPHY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01162435.

Coastal management in Australia.
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT.

Full Catalog Record: HT1521 .R337 2011, 4th Floor Book Stacks.
Race relations.
RACE RELATIONS -- GOVERNMENT POLICY.

Urban Studies

Behind the scenes: the politics of planning Adelaide.
ADELAIDE (S.A.) -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.

Making publics, making places.
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS.

Full Catalog Record: HT321eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cities network along the Silk Road: the global urban competitiveness report 2017.
Singapore : Springer : China Social Sciences Press, [2017].
URBAN GEOGRAPHY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01162435.

Coastal management in Australia.
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT.

Videorecordings

Full Catalog Record: FMBUR DVD 02553, 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Purple rain.
MAN-WOMAN RELATIONSHIPS -- DRAMA.

Full Catalog Record: FMBUR DVD 02554, 3rd Floor Multimedia.
Rash[u014D]mon.
MEMORY -- DRAMA.

Full Catalog Record: FMBUR DVD 02556, 3rd Floor Media Reserves. LOCATION = 3rd Floor Media Reserves.
Bringing down a dictator.

Full Catalog Record: FMBUR DVD 02555, 3rd Floor Media Reserves. LOCATION = 3rd Floor Media Reserves.
SOCIAL ACTION.

Women's Studies

Full Catalog Record: HQ1190 .E54 2012eb onlineeb, Web Accessible Resource.
Engaging with Carol Bacchi strategic interventions and exchanges.
POLITICS.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1190 .B33 2010eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Mainstreaming politics gendering practices and feminist theory.
FEMINIST THEORY.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1206eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Women's evolving lives : global and psychosocial perspectives.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
WOMEN -- SOCIAL CONDITIONS. FAST (OCLC)FST01176947.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1233 .S53 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Women between submission and freedom : an interpretation of social and political misogyny.
Rotterdam, the Netherlands ; Boston : Sense Publisher, [2017].
EDUCATION, GENERAL.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1236.5.U6 B76 2008eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
USA. SWD.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1438.U8 W66 2005eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Women in Utah history : paradigm or paradox?
UTAH GND.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1822.S642eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Unbridling the tongues of women a biography of Catherine Helen Spence.
SUFFRAGISTS.

**Full Catalog Record. HQ1822 .M34 2014eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Dangerous ideas : women's liberation - women's studies - around the world.
Adelaide : University of Adelaide Press, [2014].
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENDER STUDIES BISACSH.

##